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GOVERNOR~ STATE UN IVFRSITY

Park Furpsl SO:llll
1IIInuis 60466

In a compressed two
weeks of activity, between the Win
ter and Spring trimesters, the GSU
media team worked in the rubble
at the edge of a rainy season. It
documented the destruction and
the rebuilding of Guatemala in
film, photographs, sound and
writings.
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Funds Needed
The devastating Guatemala
earthquakes destroyed entire
villages in the highlands and
left more than one million
homeless . GSU's Project
Guatemala has arranged to
channel money directly into
the highlands where it is
needed most. Checks may be
made out and sent to :
PROJECT GUATEMALA
GOVERNORS
STATE
UNIVERSITY
P ARK FOREST SOUTH,
ILLINOIS 60466

The major media project will be
a thirty minute television program
developed by Kruse and Burd with
the rest of the team involved in
various aspects of production .
Film inserts, slides, and audio for
the program were the primary
goals of the Guatemala journey.
e ore I g. however, lide-tape
proj fs. half-incb videotapes,
radIO programs, photo essays, and
newspaper and magazine articles
were added to the list.

More
Agha st at what they are certain is Boros' certain doom, girls In the
audience dJsplay a variety of facial expressions.

GUATEMALA BOUND... 'lbe GSU media team boards
Avlateca, the national airline of Guatemala, in New Orleans.
Everyone carried several pieces of media equipment aboard in
addition to 25 pieces of checked backpacks and heavy equip.
m.ent. "Quetzal" on the nose of the airplane is both the National
Bird and the currency of Guatemala.
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It started as a yearning for in
formation. It became an idea to
publicize and perhaps raise money
for a rebuilding effort of incredible
magnitude. And for a GSU team of
twelve, it became a stunning ad
venture, a journey into the lives,
culture and country devastated by
earthquakes just three months
before.
For Richard Burd, photographer
in the Instructional Com
munications Center, and his wife
Ginny, Guatemala had a special
meaning. Two years before they
had spent several weeks in the
country adoping their second child,
Daniela. In the process they had
fallen in love with the country and
its people. Now the country of
Daniela's birth was ravaged by an
unprecedented natural disaster
and little of it was being reported
in the United States.

Catastrophy
In thirty-seven seconds in the
middle of the night of February 4, a
twisting, turning earth jarred the
Richter scale to 7.5 and reduced
villages in the Guatemalan
highlands to rubble. Most of the
victims were Indians, descendents
of the Maya, whose adobe homes
buried them alive. Two days later,
in the afternoon, another quake
moved the land of eternal spring.
Since February more than 1,700
THE FILM CREW...on location are cameraman Ralph Kruse. tremors, some severe enough to
kill, have jolted and shaken
film assistant Derek Mathews, and audloman Je~y Reich.
Guatemala to its core.

In all, more than 23,000 died in
the earthquakes and tremors.
Another 73,000 were hospitalized
and untol d thousands more
sustained injuries t hat went
unreported. More than a million
people, almost twenty percent of
the country's population, were left
homeless.
Aside from the catastrophe
which struck Callejon de Huaylas
in Peru, where more than 50,000
people and entire towns were com
pletely obliterated by the resulting
landslides, the Guatemala quakes
are the worst on record in the
Americas.
It was this situation that Dick
Burd confronted as he developed
his idea to create his own media
portrayals to help tell the story of
the aftermath and the recon
struction. What seconds of an ear
thquake destroyed would take
years of effort to rebuild.
The GSU education in
Guatemala began immediately at
the airport as the equipment
passed slowly through customs
and as several GSUers exchanged
their dollars into quetzales under
the stony gaze of a battle dressed
soldier with machine gun pointed
directly at the newly arrived North
Americans. It was a scene to be
repeated in the days ahead with
soldiers in evidence in most of the
larger towns, assisting the recon
struction, but also guarding the
banks and other municipal
buildin~.

On Sight
The GSU team consisted of Burd,
Ralph Kruse, ICC Television Coor
dinator, Jerry Reich, ICC Audio
Coordinator and Mel Muchnik,
CCS media studies coordinator.
Students working on the project,
all from the College of Cultural
Studies, were Tom Morey, Chicago
Heights; Uoyd Degrane, Park
Forest; Derek Mathews and John
Biro, Chicago; Patricia Brunelle,
South Holland; and Paul Parker,
Homewood.
Also accompanying the team
were Ginny Burd, who served as
an interpreter.
But what the team learned from
the indelible journey went far
beyond this intricate set of media
experiences. The GSUers learned
about a people undaunted by
disaster, about their culture and
language, about the geography and
geology of the land, the metric
system, and the southern sky
where the north star hangs just fif
teen degrees over the horizon, the
sun shines from directly overhead,
and a third of the stars and planets
are simply not visible in Park
Forest South.

Details/Pictures
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Inside Guate~ala

SANTA APOLONIA... is the patron Saint of denthlts and a small
village in Guatemala. The 300 year old church of Santa Apolonia
shown here, was destroyed two weeks after a major remodeling
and rededication. Here, Mel Muchn ik, right., interviews church
pastor Father Victor Messina of Baton Rouge, Louisiana . The
high land village is being rebuilt. in part, with the help of the den
tal society of Guatemala .

IN THE MIDST OF RUBBLE ... ICC television coordinator
Ralph Krusse surveys the earthquake devastation.

BUILDING MATERIALS ... An old woman carries away boards
from a demolished building In Cbimaltenango, Guatemala.
Houses will bt" reconstructed with whatever materials can be
pieced together. In the background ill the prison which collaptied
in the earthquakes killing 43.

By prearrangement, the Gover Most efforts included construction stocks inscribed with a ball point
nors State project was to be of temporary shelters in time for pen. It was the scene of tears by
assisted by Phil and Connie Chur the rainy season just now moving more than one of the North
ch, Americans who live in into the country. Permanent Americans from Governors State.
Many families were also ripped
Guatemala City . Phil is an shelters could wait a year or two or
agricultural economist working for more when the earth stops moving apart by the earthquake when
the u.s. Agency for International and when there are materials and helicopters from Venezuela ,
Development. Connie, among money to rebuild. No one is saying Guatemala and the United States
other things, is a volunteer for Dr. when the churches will be rebuilt, hurriedly airlifted people to
Carroll Behrhorst, an American or the market places, or other hospitals in the capitol city. Now,
three months later, many parents
doctor who has worked in the village buildings.
For the GSUers life in the still did not know the fate of their
highland areas for sixteen years.
Within two hours after arriving highlands consisted of sleeping children. One writer in Guatemala
in Guatemala City, Dr. Behrhorst bags in tents, or on classroom penned, "the helicopters ate our
had traveled from the highlands to floors in a missionary, cold children."
visit with the "gringos" (rom showers, dogs barking much of the
Half of the population of
Illinois. From Behrhorst, the night, watchmen blowing whistles
GSUers received a briefi ng on the if all was well, first light at 4:30 Guatemala is pure blooded Indian
situation, the people, how the GSU a .m., birds chirping merrily in the descendants of the Maya. The
team might approach the subject, middle of the night, and tortillas, remaining population is Spanish
hot chiles, spinach and tomatoes descendants or a mixture of
and an offer of assistance.
Spanish and Indian. About two
Less than 36 hours after arriving for breakfast.
One Indian woman describing thirds of the population live in
in Guatemala City, the entire
group moved by car and bus to the earthquake sa id, "our houses rural areas although some fled to
Chimaltenango, capitol of the murder us." Many houses are not the city after the earthquake.
But most in the highlands are un
Department or State where 13,000 being rebuilt with the heavy a dobe
of the 23,000 had died. At an that proved so brut.al. Homes dertaking what may be the most
altitude of more than 7,300 feet, reduced to tile floors have become massive rebuilding job in the coun
Chimaltenango would be the a series of lean-to's with try's history. They will need
lowest point the group would see in corrugated metal roofs. Walls are money and materials. As part of
being constructed from wood, corn the GSU project, a foundation in
the coming days .
stalks or sticks, in combination New York will assist in getting
And then began an intensive set with perhaps a yard or so of adobe money directly into the highland
of experiences ranging from reaching up from the ground.
areas where it is needed most. The
despair to joy and humor. The
The international effort to media materials developed by
stories of the earthquakes them re bui I d
is
a I mos t i n  GSU will carry the notation that
selves were bountiful, perhaps comprehensible. Countries and those wishing to contribute to the
more so colorful as that painted by organizations were assigned by lot. reconstruction effort may send
an Italian priest in the village of One village has the Canadians, checks to Project Guatemala,
Patzacia.
another the Rotarians or Salvation Governors State University, Park
" It was like riding a wild horse. Army, another the Hondurans, Forest South, Illinois 60466.
The roof went one way, the walls another the Italians, and on and on.
For the Indians, one positive ef
another. The church bells rang for
Comalapa, a village assigned the fect of the earthquake has been the
two hours in the aftershocks until Italians, was still waiting for them realization by the central govern
they feU down," described Padre and had in fact already painted ment that it must do more for its
Gino Penanriol who has lived in signs thanking them. Eventually, principal population. Another
Guatemala for the last 28 ye.ars. toward the end of the two week positive response has been the
The rubble of his church behind GSU stay, the Italians did come to organization developed by the In
him, the village market of Pat Comalapa amid much jubilation dians. Even the smallest village
zacia in front of him; the priest by the inhabitants of the village has its own government and plan
was quick to explain that the spirit where every home was destroyed ning council. All assistance
of . the Cakchiauel Indians was and sixteen percent of the received from the world com
high, undaunted. These descen population died.
munity is channeled through and
dants of the Maya were proud of
The GSU team seemed respon- approved by the village planning
their village. They would rebuild. sible for getting the United States councils. The rebuilding effort con
They would stay. A thousand efforts into the highland aldea, or tinues within the existing social
people, or a tenth of the village had small village, of Simajuleu. CARE and cultural structures.
died in the earthquake.
For the GSUers, observing all of
had been expected for weeks in the
In the highlands with the Cak village and showed up just minutes this, in the shadow of volcanoes on
chiquels, the GSUers found an in before the GSU crew arrived. an earth that still trembled even as
toxicating mixture of markets Ma ny of the villagers claimed that they visited, the experience would
where mangoes could be pur word of the filming had spread and not be forgotten. The recorded
chased for two cents, colorful that CARE arrived that day sight and sounds of a Guatemala of
weavings, laundry being scrubbed primarily because of tbe Univer- magnificent people and awesome
on stone in the village pila, then sity's television program.
land would serve as a constant
carried home on the heads of
Not even the dead escaped reminder. And the determination
diminuitive women .
nature's ravage. On.ate crypts in of the people to rebuild and restore
And the men returned from their the cemetery at Tecpan were in the face of a terrible tragedy
farms at the end of a day with thrown askew like building blocks. would certainly bring many of
machetes at their side. Behind A mass grave where three or four these North Americans back to the
each farmer often followed a fully hundred earthquake victims were land of eternal Spring.
packed mule carrying a load equal buried, no one knew how many for
to the one on the man himself. And sure, was marked with several
by Mel Muchnlk
everywhere rebuilding, rebuilding. crosses, and some plain wooden
P~"2 :

r.·~

.,.·Ir~f'"

DOOR TO NOWHERE ...The only remaining part of an adobe
house is a door standing Intact. The heavy adobe brick seen
lying in the foreground .was responsible most of the deaths.
Some homes were shaken completely to dust in seconds as the
earth moved like a bowl of jeDo.

PmJBC'I'QUA,...~ ~

The television program expected
to be ready later this month will be
shown in Chicago with additional
possibilities in New Orleans and
Los Angeles plus other major
cities. Portions of the program will
be shoWn on various public affairs
television programs including CBS
Chicago's Common Ground in mid
June. Radio programs have
already been broadcast in
ternationally by the Voice of
America and by Chicago area
stations. Radio tapes will also be
sent to stations in the communities
of Americans interviewed in
Guatemala including cities in New
York, California, Idaho, Louisiana
and Iowa. Newspaper articles are
being readied for the Chicago
Tribune Sunday Magazine, as well
as a number of local papers..
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The Great Boros
His story is one of incessant
struggle against the odds, of
miraculous recovery from near
disaster,
of
momentous
achievement in a field where
originality is . always at a
premium. At 39, Boros stands
literally and figuratively at the
apex of a sensational career as a
circus performer.
Unlike many of his compatriots
in the business, Boros wasn't
born into stardom, inbeiriting a
mantle of success from a circus
lineage that goes back to the Mid
dle Ages. Rather, Boros trained
to be a telephone repairman in
Hungary until 1956.
Then came the famed
Hungarian Revolution when
freedom fighters in that Iron Cur
tain country revolted against
their Soviet oppressors. When the
Russians cracked down, Boros
decided it was time to escape the
flying bullets. He walked 80 miles
through kn~eep snow one
night to the Austrian border,
escaping secret police and Soviet
informants. It may have been his
first brush with death, but it
wasn't his last.
After staying briefly in an
Austrian refugee camp, Boros op
ted for a career as a coal miner in
England. While studying the
English language, he read an ad
vertisement in a Hungarian
language newspaper, asking for
people to tryout as trapeze per
formers.
Forced to go it alone, Boros
decided upon the swaypole act .
The reason? Nobody else was
doing it at the time, and he wan
ted to perform in the United
States, where he had heard that
circus performers' salaries were
three times what they were in
Europe. But to enter the U.S., he
had to develop a n act that was
unique.
" Wha t I didn't realize was that
expenses would be three limes
wha t they were in Europe,"
Boros says.
In the 12 years Boros has been
doing his swaypole act before
crowds throughout the world, he
has almost revolutionized his art.
He has designed his own portable
rigging, an engineering feat in it
self. It cost him some $17,000 and
is constructed of specially
fabricated steel tubing that gives
it a whip-like flex.
"Anybody else cowti have
thought it up," says Bor'lS. "It
didn't take an awful Il)t of
brains."
But it does take an awful lot of
courage to do what Boros does.
Just climbing halfway up to the
axle of the pole is enough to make
most people giddy. Each step up
the pole is a potential step into
oblivion.
Boros bas made only one
mistake atop the pole, and he's
lived to tell about it. At an out
door appearance six years ago in
Detroit a heavy wind began snap
ping the pole around like a guitar
string. While Boros was doing his
handstand atop the pole, be broke
bis wrist and dislocated bis
shoulder. When the pole broke
away from its moorinlS, and
began its 100 miles an hour
descent, he couldn't bold on with
one hand.
"I was just ripped away, the
force was 110 great," Boros
reeaJls. "Instead of falling down,
though, I began flying up.
Everybody tbought it was part of
the act, that I was heading for a
net. Except there was no net. I
landed on an 8spba1t track just
three feet from the soft dirt."
1bree feet from safety.
Boros crushed virtu811y every
bone in the right side of his body,
and broke his neck, besides. He
began cougbiDl up blood, and
because he was UI1COIIIcioaI. he
would lave cboted on it lad it not

been for a doctor in the audience
who propped his mouth open with
a pen.
The accident kept Boros un
conscious for 17 days and in the
hospital for two months. His bills
came to $17,000, money he didn't
have. But contributions from
friends helped him get out of
debt. Eight months later, he was
performing again.
"Only this time, I was more
cautious," he says. "I con
centrate on making no mistakes.
I'm more alert and I don't try to
overdo anything. I'm no longer as
much of a daredevil."
One wouldn't know it to watch
his act, however. He is per
petually on the brink, flouting
danger and death as though he
didn't know how close he is to
their grasp. Wor~ing indoors at
Old Chicago is somewhat easier,
without the high winds that
caused his earlier accident, but
he has to contend with the noise of
passing roller coasters which
breeze right by him, 100 feet in
the air.
When a man is at the top, like

circus performers have the ac
claim and admiration star
athletes enjoy in this country.
There they' are paid more ttuln
lawyers or doctors.
Boros was hired virtually on
the spot for the lofty sum of $10 a
week, plus board and room. His
employment test . consisted of
swinging on a trapeze high over
the ground, and then letting go to
fall into a net.
"They wanted to see if I was
afraid of heights," he says. "Ap
parently I wasn't."
From 8 a .m. to 6 p.m. every
day for the next six months ,
Boros practiced on the trapeze.
After the first day, his muscles
were so sore he couldn't sleep.
Eventually, he could work
without hurting , and from then on
he was hooked on a circus career.
"You start t0 40ve your art," he
says. " You just can't get it out of
your blood."
Boros plied his craft
throughout Europe for the next
eight years, developing a
reputation as "somewhat of a
daredevil," performing wit h

Hanging on only by his foot, Boros balances his body in the air as he
bends the swaypole. In his act, he stands, a nd even does a hand
stand atAlp the 100 root high pole.

The Gmt ......, tria...... DUy retaraed 10 tile sarety 01 tern
ma, adM.ledl" tile alldieaee's .ce......
Boros, the goals are minimal.

nr

Board Petl-tl-on Postl-ng

"I've bad a very exciting life, but
a hard life," he says. "'!'here's
not much of a futln in it. I've
seen the world. Right now, all I
Springfield, Dlinois, May 28, 1976 - On Friday, May 28,1976, the
want to do is keep doing the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities announced
swaypole act until I'm 45, and its intention to post notice to any employee organization desiring to
train two boys to do it. When they petition the Board to seek a represe~tation election. The JIUI'POS4! of
learn, they'll get my rigiDl. But such a lepresentation election will be to elect an exclusive
I'll put it in writing so they won't
bargaining agent, if any, to represent academic employees of the
be cheated as I was."
Board.
But Boros is one person who
A Board spOkespenon stated that employee organizations .
has cheated death and gotten ,desiring to seek certification as the exclusive bargaining agent
away witb it.
may file their petitions in accordance witb Section u of the
"I'd always wanted to perfonn
Board's Repattau r. Collective Ba....IIII., IIy Aeademle Emin the circus," says Boros. "Ever ,Ioyees with tbe Election Adminjstrator at 525 West Jefferson,
.
since I was a little kid, I've wan- Suite 200, Springfield, Illinois 12702.
ted to be an entertainer. But the
opportunity never came around
•
A..L M't..... to
while I was in Hunpry. When I
....

::.:ec!!~ ~r!.~ :.:;,.:.

_n 
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some of the better known cir
cuses on the continent. As his
reputation as a trapeze artist
grew, so did his salary; in pre
inflation times he was earning $75
a week for his work, high for cir
cus performers.
He was given the opportuni ty to
tour in South America, but Boros
wanted more money than his boss
was prepared to give. To resolve
the impasse, Boros and his
trapeze partner bought the
rigging from their employer and
began to work independently. It
was then that he had the fi rst of
his disputes with his co-workers.
Arguments among circus per
formers are probably endemic,
and presumably stem from the
nature of the breed. By and large,
circus performers a re informal,
ingenuous, and trusting, perha ps
too much so for their own good.
When one says he will offer
a nother his rigging in return for
staying part of the act for awhile,
he is taken on his word.
After the argument with his
partner, Boros offered to sell his
half of the rigging for $1,000.
Twelve years later, he still hasn't
seen the money.
Escaping death three times a
day is not nearly the trick for
Sandor Biro as was escaping
communist oppression in his
native Hungary.
Billed as "The Great Boros,"
Biro balances 100 feet in the air
atop a steel pole with the
flexibility of a fiberglass fIShing
pole. His breakaway swaypole
act. the only one of its type in the
country, can be seen three times
a day at the Old Chicago circus in
tbe
turn-of-tbe-century
amusement park area of the Old
Chicago shopping mall. Located
at the southwest eonier of 1-55
and Ill. 53 in Bolingbrook, Old
Chicago is 35 miles southwest of
the lake.
Each time The Great Bora8
climbs high amidst the rafters of
the 16 story high amusement
park's dome, he risks plunging to
his death. And when bis pole
snapa, he is hurled through the
air with the force that only an
astronaut can comprehend.
Boros' act is the grand fmale of
the Old Chicago circus, whicb
features a full complement of
aerialists, jugglers, clowns, and
animal trainers. According to Old
Chicago's entertainment direc
tor, Brian Morrissey, Boros is
one of the great perfonners in tbe
business.
The Great Boros may be seen
at 3, 5, and 8 p.m. seven days a

~a:,!,~ Labor IMy at
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BUB-.r."iUB !
a memo from Dr. Mary Ella Robertson Vice
P-:esident of Community Services, dated May 17, 1976. In ~iew of
thiS memo, the Robert Lott issue is not resolved. Obviously the
allegations alluded to in this memo must be cleared up' im
mediately.

Dr. Warrick L. Carter
with

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
May 17,1976
To: President William Engbretson
From: Mary Ella Robertson
Re: The Appointment of Bob Lott in My Office
You will recall that on Monday, May 3, 1976, I was absolutely
stunned that on the previous Sunday afternoon the decision had
been made in my absence to assign Mr. LoU to ~y office. While it
was not pos~ible for me to be at the meeting on Sunday, I saw no
reason why It could not have waited and been discussed on Monday
when. I would have been there. I was not really prepared to do
a~ythm~ bu! go along with the suggestion at that time, although I
did. not l,.ke It and felt I had been put in a very difficult position in
which either way I had no input and was again being used as a
s~peg~t. Nevertheless, .I did try ~o be cooperative and to try to
fmd a Job for Mr. Lott 10 my office. I also mentioned that af
firmative action would not be the job as I have currently budgeted
the position as a civil service job and I still feel that it should be as
the hardest part of the work has been done. My real need is for
someone to take care of the record keeping. I also mentioned to you
that Mr. Lott did not seem interested in affirmative action as he
~ad ~n ~ppointed to the original committee when I was trying to
fm~ dlrechon and had only attended one meeting.
Smc~ I do not feel that I have any reliable support at GSU, the
followmg day I contacted my attorney and asked him to advise me.
In the meantime, I did talk with you about what Bob Lott would do
as a job and you suggested that Bob be assigned half time as a coun
selor in Student Services and mentioned some project with the
schools that Bob might work on. When I came to GSU, it was with
the understanding that I would develop a high quality program that
would be consistent with the goals of the university and my own
personal sta ndards . I have consistently tried to do this even though
it ~s ~n. wit~ the absence of staff. I feel that the integrity of my
office IS bemg Violated by this imposition of a person who has no ex
perience and who has never indicated any interest in this type of
work . I am not saying anything about Bob himself; I am sure that
he bas many competencies, but at this point of my limited amount
of staff, I need the most competent people that I can get, especially
at this time when I am receiving a number of significant
breakthroughs from the community.
When my attorney talked with me, I could not believe the in
formation he gave me. He told me Bob had been removed from his
position because a presentation had been made to the Board that he
had misappropriated some funds. This was the first I had heard of
this. Certainly, I cannot take him into my office if, in fact, this is
true. I have a hard time believing he did this . It would seem to me
that Bob would owe it to himself to get this removed from his
record. If it is true, there is no way that I can accept his working in
my office.
Secondly, in terms of affirmative action, he cannot be tran
sferred laterally. However, there have been a number of changes in
the Academic Wing where he now serves and would serve if tran
sferred laterally.
Thirdly, we cannot search this position knowing that Bob Lott
would be appointed to the position anyway. That would be dishonest
and again I cannot get engaged in it.
Lastly, my own protection on affirmative action of the ad
ministration of the university (and I am protected by law from
retaliation> would be jeopardized if I have done anything that was
not completely honest and above board in respect to affirmative ac
tion.
I do hope these facts will be useful to you and help you explain the
position that I have taken. MERltl
cc : Administrative Council
Steering Committee, Minority Caucus

Abi AiimolX
Norma Allen
Robert Blue

=~:;ls~~~ Regular Staff

GSU

Back from performing for thousands in Brazil, the jazz ensemble
of Governors State University will give a "Thank You for Brazil
Concert" for financial supporters of its trip.
The "thank you" will be Tuesday, June 8, at 7:30 p.m . in the
music recital hall of the College of Cultural Studies.
The internationally-known, award-winning group was selected
by Sao Paulo-Illinois Partners for Illinois' major Bicentennial
celebration overseas.
Brazil's "Illinois Week" was in Sao Paulo, where Illinois is
opening a trade office, according to Gov . Dan Walker, honorary
chairman of Sao Paulo-Illinois Partners. In Chicago "A Semana
Brasileira" presented Brazilian art and culture.
.
Dr. Idilia L.Jurco, president of Sao Paulo-Illinois Partners, said
about the selection of the GSU Jazz ensemble:
"We believe strongly that this opportunity was an invaluable
learnin~ exchanlle for the members of the ensemble.
"In fact, one of our reasons for selecting a student group
was the educational opportunity the trip would afford them, in ad
dition to our desire to present outstanding performances.
"We are confident that our plans were realized."
Warrick L. Carter is director of GSU jazz. Dr. Carter, university
professor of music in the College of Cultural Studies, received his
master's and doctorate in music education.

Sharon Wallace
Tom Mandel ·
Martha Hamilton
AsifSayeed
The views and opinions appearing on thil page are tho..
of the writer or iIIultraton and does not neeellarily refleet
the politlon or view of the INNOVATOR management. This
page of opinionated comment il provided to the univerlity
. community with the intent of being thot forum for peraonal
refel.ctl~n and comment on articl.. oppeoring in the
publlcatlonl . All rebuttal reaction lhould be add.....ed to the
author of said ortlcle or the Governorl State University
Student Learning Proiect: INNOVATOR.

Brazil
News Article,

Fr_ Classified AdvertiSing to a ll

Next Issue
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£iZDD BEEHIVE
New Ass't Director ofFA Ploccl lor PNsldanll

Theology for Lunch
"Theology for Lunch" Wednesday series for June at Governors
State University :
June 2 - "United Farmworkers and the Struggle of People vs.
Profits," Adam Goldman, United Farmworkers.
June 9 - "Psychological Culture and Gospel Values," Fr. Joe
Stalzer, Campus Ministries council.
June 16 - "The Meaning of Justice," Sonriy Goldenstein, univer
sity professor, College of Human Learning and Development, GSU.
June 23 - "Are We Meant to be More than Human?" the Rev .
Elmer N. Witt , Campus Ministries council.
The ecumenical Campus Ministries council is sponsor of the
"bring your own brown-bag lunch" sessions from noon to 1 p.m . in
the student services conference room, D-ll20.
"Theology for Lunch" sessions after June will resume Sep
tember8.

Tenures and
Sabballcals Awarded

The Tenure Review Board has announced that the following
faculty members have been awarded tenure: BPS: James Bucken
myer, Dan Edwards, Paul Green, Chris Liebscher, Dale Max
. Richard Nicholson, Samir Nissan, Herbert Olivera Aida Shekib'
Jordon Tsolakides, Paula Wolff; CCS: Thomas Kelly , Robert
Press; EAS: Dan Casagrande, John Chambers Otis Lawrence
Edward Miller, Herman Sievering; HLD: David Burgest, Andre~
Gale, Kenneth Silber, Sandra Whitaker; LRC: Jean Singer.
Professors receiving sabbatical leave are Dave Wight Ralph
Winston, Thomas Church, Carl Peterson, Donald Douglas: James
Gallagher, Larry McClellan, Albert Martin, and Andrew Petro.

Apologizes for
Election Foulup
There have been two attempts to conduct the election of mem
bers to the Student Services Advisory Committee, and in both in
stances, voting irregularities have been uncovered. Consequently,
in order to preserve the integrity of SSAC, establish its credibility
within the University community, and improve its image, a third
election wilJ be conducted.
However, the professional and civil service staff of Student Ser
vices and such other individuals personally appointed by the Direc
.tor of Student Services will be in complete charge of the election
process.
The third election to establish a new SSAC will be conducted on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, June 7-9,1976, from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. of each day. The polling booth will be located next to the In
formation Office in the Hall of Governors. No personal,
mechanical, or visual electioneering will be permitted within sight
or hearing range of the booth.
It is important for all GSU students to know that petitions may
still be submitted for a place on the ballot as late as 3 p.m., Friday,
June 4, 1976. Votes for write-in candidates are also permissible.
SSAC determines how the student activity fee is expended.
Whether one ever avails oneself of the activities or services
provided by this money is no reason not to become involved in this
election. This is an opportunity to become a part of the University's
decision making process. The decision to spend your $15 per
tri mester activity fee ($45 total) ought to be done by someone
whom you select.

A chapter co-authored by a
Governors State University
Professor is published in the
book, "Variations in Black and
White Perceptions of the Social
Environment" published by
University of Illinois Press.
Dr. Tulsi Saral, Professor of
Communication Science and
Assistant Dean of the College of
Human Learning and Develop
ment, has authored the chapter,
"Word Meanings in Black and
White," in cooperation with four
other social scientists from
University City Science Center,
:PhiJadelphia and Harvard
University Washington. The
chapter attempts to examine
black English from socio
psychological perspective and to
compare the semantic profiles of
Black-Americans with those ob
taiDed from white sample.

Presidential Memo
In a meeUng Dr. Engbretson had with civil service personnel two
weeks ago, he requested them to please not use the university
telephones for personal calls of any duration longer than a minute
or two, especially between the hours of 3:30 and 5:00 daily.
This request refers t.o you also as work study students. Please
<ake note to this request and govern yourself accordingly. Your
cooperation is extremely appreciated.

Marshalls "Quickie"
By request from some of the student body they want a less ex
pensive hamburger. As Food Service director, I put together a
small hamburger called "quickies" at GSU. This is for the GSU
students on the run who do not have the time to eat. "Quickies" are
designed to satisfy the students who are on the run after class or
before class. (P.S., don 't forget to use the salad bar to build your
own creation of green) .
GSU Quickies
Hamburger, small- Plain 40 cents, with cheese SO cents.
Double meat burger - Plain 55 cents, with cheese 65 cents.
Fries - 25 cents
No waiting, instant service!
Happy Quickies!

CHLD Distinguished
Professor 1976
Election of Distinguished Professor of CHLD For 1976
Once again it is time to vote for the Distinguished Professor of
CHill. Each year students and faculty vote for the professor who
they feel is most distinguished based on instruction, indirect in
struction, research, writings, professional development , collegial
service, university service and community service.
IPlease come out and vote on June 7 to 12th, from 3-8 PM in
Hall of Governors . (1st. floor next to the elevator)
Results will be posted.
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Talent, Ambition and
Robert Blue
a Break

The Students for Media Change
hosted several members of
Chicago media in the Community
•Conference Center last week. The
affair billed as "Seminar II-Jobs
in Media; Myths & Realities.
Lights and video tape cameras
captured the event for the SMC
president Felecidad Thompson
was a camera operator.
One of the guests invited was
the well-known WLS-TV Action 7
reporter Bob Petty. Responding
By an elaborate procedure of to a question from a guest
selecting one hundred more panelist Jean Kalwa on what it
frequently used nouns and takes to get a job in Chicago
eliciting over sixty adjective media, Petty quipted, "You have
scales to qualify these nouns, the to work to get into this business."
Noting that he had had to per
authors developed Black Seman
form various media-related jobs
tic Differential which has far
reaching implications for the before he 'went on camera,' Pet
scientific study of Black English. ty stated that "Those of you who
The date, collected over a period are serious about this business
of three years, indicates that, will take jobs in places where you
whereas blacks value the same might not want to go."
What are some of the
goals, relationships and ideals
that whites do, the differences qualifications for getting into
seem to be related to perception Chicago media? This question ap
of the amount of effort necessary peared again and the answer
to achieve these goals and the seemed to be the same.
"Qualifications means little if
potency of those aims in changing
the station managers are not
one's life.
A significant finding of the ready to hire you," said Emery
study is that blacks are King of WBBM/CBS news radio."
positiYely oriented toward the Mr. King stated that "Black
maies are not as in demand as
future.
they were a few years ago. This

Saral
Co-aulhors Chaplerl

To the Staff,Faculty and Student
body:
We have a man among us, a
member of our own family, that
has shown a unique quality of
leadership that should
discourage us from looking
elsewhere for a resident. -Dr.
Virginio L. Piucci.
He is a friend of mine, but our
friendship did not influence my
judgment whatsoever, but the
qualities of this man did! He is
the possessor of a fine mind, a
profound sense of responsibility,
and a respect and concern for the
rights of others.
Dr. Piucci has shovm on a num
ber of occasions his humility and
concern for others. I am a prime
,example of that. Before I met
' him, I did niot have a sense of
dlrection or dedication . He
helped me to become aware of
my worth, responsibilities, and
obligations. Yes he helped me to
enlarge upon my self concept.
Not 'mly is he a dedicated human
being but a great educator. He
has an extensive background in
practically every area of the
educational field. From teaching,
administrating, coordinating
and designing scholastic
programs to fit the necessary
needs. There is nothing negative
about this man . Governors State
University needs him.
Dr. Engbretson planted a seed.
Afford Dr. Virginio Piucci the op
portunity and honor to nurture
.and cultivate it. There is no other
man better suited for the job than
Dr. Piucci.
A concerned student,
Samuel Clark
P.S. Remember we owe this to
ourselves. We have a respon
sibility to this institution, a nd we
owe no man anything unless he
has earned the right to it through
actions and deeds. - Dr. Virginio
L. Piucci

New assistant director of financial aids for Governors State
University is Arthur F . Slater, formerly director of Title
project for Park Forest school district 163.
He has also served with the Department of Justice in Chicago and
Cincinnati; Xavier University, Avondale program child develop
ment center, University of Cincinnati, and Seven Hills neigh
borhood houses, all in Cincinnati, and Pine Knot, Ky., job corps
conservation center.
Slater received his B.A. degree in sociology from Wiley College
and master of social work from Ohio State University.
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statement prompted panel mem
ber Jean Kalwa to inquire about
the hiring prospect for white
females to media .
"White females are now the 'in
demand' group for media jobs,"
said Emery King. He went on to
say, "At one time black males
were popular and in demand for
media jobs. Now they are not so
popular and therefore rated less
for the same jobs."
Barbara Barks, an editorial
writer for WLS-TV, addressing
the question of qualifications,
said, "References can be very
important when applying for
work in Chicago media." Mr.
Barks plugged WLS' s in
volvement in an intern program
for college credit and told of how
she was lucky enough to be at the
right place at the right time go
get her present job writing
editorials for WLS-TV. She
states, "I don't know why there
wasn't many other people ap
plying for that position at the
time it was offered to me. It had
been available for some time."
Panel members queried Hank
DeZutter, instructor at Chicago's
Columbia College, on what it
takes to get into Chicago media.
"00 good investigative reporting
on your own to find what jobs are
available," admonished Hank
DeZutter. Continuing, he Said,

" You have to learn whom to talk
to be<-aUSE' just sending resumes
don't guarantee that you will get
the job. SoDle 'shops' postjobsin
side their studios. The general
public never gets a chance to see
them. So who gets the jobs? The
people already there, as in the
case of promotions, or they will
tell somebody they know who
wants that job." DeZutter, a
Chicago journalist, has also
taught courses at Malcolm X
College. At one point in his
response DeZutter said, "A good
project for G.S.U. students would
be for a group to begin keeping an
up-to-date listing of newspapers
in the area. Contacts should be
made to discover what jobs they
might have or might likely have
in the future."
A questioner from the audience
observed that the guest speakers
did not appear too encouraging to
students in communication
media . The general temper of the
job market in Chicago media can
best be summed up with these
statements by Bob Petty, "Other
people have all control. To get in
to this business you need to know
somebody and you need talent,
ambition, and a break. Jayde En
terprises was represented by Ms.
Melba Caldwell a talent scout for
wnw Channel 11.
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Hayes on Assaultive Behavior
On May 16, 1976, Dr. Roy M. Whitman, M.D., of the University of
Cincinatti, addressed the American Psychiatric Association's
national convention in Miami. Dr. Whitman's subject at this lear
ned body's assembly was "Assault. " Dr. Whitman stated:
"In 78 of 80 reported incidents of assault by one person on
!~lDother it was found that half of the people who assault - ver
bally or physically are either psychotic or pre-psychotic, and
FEAR is often the underlying basis of verbal or physical
assault.
To frighten off a foe, a baboo~ makes itsel~ phy~ically larger
by standing up, stretching his arms, banng hiS te:eth, and
giving the appearance of a ~uch. la~er anunal.. A
"blowfISh" makes itself larger by lnilatmg Itself and scanng
its foe."
OPEN LETTER TO BROTHER
LINCOLN ASHFORD, B.O.G.
REPRESENTATIVE
I read your article which ex
pressed your displeasure with an
article which appeared in the
May 10th issue concerning Ku
Klux Klan activities in the
G.S.U. community. I would first,
however, like to inform you
that as a unified staff group, the
Innovator staff assumes full
responsibility for the discretion
we use in selecting articles for
publication. The Innovator would
further like to state that we en
courage constructive feedback
which helps us to better serve the
needs of G.S.U. people.
This letter is not meant as a
rebuttal to your article, but there
are certain statements that you
made which could be seen as
direct attacks on the right of the
Innovator staff to exercise our
own discretion as to any articles
we publish. I don't know what
frame of mind you were in when
you first read the article about
the Klan, but we didn't publish
the article as free advertisement
and recruitment material which
you interpreted it to mean. By
covering the story we hoped to
give our readers insight and in
formation concerning the ac
tivities of the Ku Klux Klan in the
south suburban area. If this ar
ticle was displeasing to you
maybe you should check out
yourself and see if your problem
is with the Klan article or if it
really is with the Innovator staff.
The reason we ran the story is
because we felt that exposing Ku
Klux Klan activities in the south
suburban area was worthwhile
and relevant to our large
minority and black readers.
We don't support the Klan in
any way and think that it's very
vicious of you to make in
sinuations that we do. We feel
that this is just a cheap attempt
"cbaracter assasination" and
that your purpose would be ser
ved if we didn't respond to your
false accusations and in
sinuations . The members of the
staff don't plan to get rich or
drive big cars from working on
the Innovator; so your threat to
lynch our jobs is totally sen
seless . . If you have any con
structive statements that will be
expressed in a manner that's con
dUcive to good commun;cations,
we hope you will contribute and
help the Innovator. However, we
don't need you or anyone else
trying to run any con games on
us .
So to you, brother Ashfor d, we
say that your time could be more
wisely used by "really"
representing the G.S.U. students
at the Board "f Governors level.
There's a lot of issues that need
raising concerning students, who
a re suffering from lack of B.O.G.
representation . So to you I say,
"Freeze with the negative stuff"
and deal with what you were elec
ted to deal with, which happens
not to be "Innovator critic".
Ed Ford
"Innova tor"

Open Letter to the Board of Gover
nors:
Sir:
In the last issue of the Innovator, the
Board of Governors, through your
representative, choose to enter the
politics of student life at GSU with your
note to the Innovator staff which we
printed in our last issue.
I wish to remind you of Freedom of
Expression, especially the freedom of
press. We believe these to be self
evident.
I also wish to remind you of your past
statement to the students at GSU in
which you say the BOG cannot in
tervene in the internal affairs of the
university.
I regret the board chooses to resort to
tactics such as described, in your own
words, and we quote, "Innovator staff,
we don't have any bullets, but we have
ballots, and unless you use your paper
to deal with educational supremacy and
purity conductive to the development of
all students, we must choose to rape
you with a vote and lynch your job. This
is 1976; so freeze or leave with the
bullshit. "
Lindoln Ashford
BOG Representative

Dr. Whitman suggested that the most effective way to deal with
an assaultive human - either verbally or physically assaultive 
is just the opposite behavior of a baboon or "blowfish": " .. .It is
wiser to make one's self 'smaller' and not use counter threats or
overwhelming force". Dr. Whitman suggested using several
techniques on assaultive humans, ranging from humor to disabling
spray.
- It is a sad state of affairs when University faculty or staff have to
work in fear of being verbally or physically attacked by an ex
tremely small number of insane students.
It is a sad state of affairs when students are ignorant of, 01' lack
the ability to differentiate between democratic freedom of speech,
and intimidation or despotism.
As a student here at Governors State it saddens me to see a fellow
student intimidate, curse, yell, physically assault, attempt to
assault, faculty, staff, or other students. It shames me. It is sad to
see a person fear another so much that violence results ... it is sad
to see a person who cannot express fear in a positive manner.
As a student it also scares me to know that this type of behavior is
symptomatic of psychotic or pre-psychotic behavior, and that I am
in association daily with a few such people, and not knowing when
this sick behavior is going to manifest itself anxiety within me.
Fear, whether of students or faculty, should not exist within an
academic environment, or, for that matter, any environment which
advocates pursuit of freedom . Fear is tantamount to the loss of
freedom.
Logic tells me that the student who attacks faculty or staff indeed
attack me also; that the student who curses staff may also
someday curse me; that insane behavior is not discriminatory .
Fear, I submit, is an infringement upon the rights of all of us ...
faculty, staff, and students ; and, as civilized people, as human
beings, we should not have to react like baboons or "blowfish" ...
huffing and puffing like animals and fish.
It is presumed that students are here primarily to study and
learn to interact in a socially acceptable manner, which is to say- a
civilized manner, in order to also learn upward mobility; it is also
presumed that faculty and staff are here to support us in that en
deavor.
It is sad that sick and insane behavior should exist in any
democratic institution.
It is sad that supposedly intelligent, presumably civilized people,
have a need to resort to obviously primate behavior.
Respectfully submitted,
Walter E. Hayes
Graduate Student
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois 60466

I feel the staff of the Innovator has
been unjustly accused by a member of
BOG because of "interpretation."
I further question your concept of
"educational supremacy". I believe
such a concept implies education is our
supreme goal. If it is, shouldn't we work
to be educated rather than get educated
to work?
Finally, I must emphasize any attack
on the Innovator staff members in the
manner recently displayed by a mem
ber of the Board of Governors is an at
tack on the Governors State University
Free Press as well. Or is tha t just words
too?
Tom Mandel

•

Thanks For Nothing
It was a beautiful stay in Brazil. We worked hard, sometimes
playing 2 or 3 concerts a day in different parts of the city, but the
Brazilian people were warm, helpful, friendly and easy to com
municate with even though there was a language barrier .
Strange as it may seem, we returned to a communication barrier
in the Payroll Department, where Jeff Bushong (who incidentially
is a musician himself), questioned the validity of the time sheets
which were authorized and sent in while we were a way, all of us
being work-s tudy students in CCS. We had made arrangements
with our supervisors and had made up the hme before we left, even
spending extra time on top of that working at the Junior College
Jazz Festival the week-end before we left.
. The Jazz Band played in Brazil to represent not only GSU and all
that the school stands for, but also the state of Illinois during their
Bicentennial Week in Brazil. We got no pay during the trip,
however, the hotel and plane fare was taken care of by private cor
porations, S.S.A.C. contributed much to Our trip and we are ex
tremely grateful to them for their support.
In short, we were very successful in representing GSU and the
state of Illinois in Brazil, and as it turns out, these a re the very two
institutions who turned and are turning their backs on us right now!
The State Dept. of the state of Illinois pulled out in their promise of
$4,000 at the last minute forcing us to scuffle for funds from private
companies, businesses, friends and people we didn't even know.
Then we return to find all of the work we have done before and
during the trip isn't worth a nickel. We haven't even got the support
of our own Dean in ces!I
It was no vacation in Brazil. We played about 30 concer ts in the
short time we were there, and it's hard transporting 20 musicians to
3 different locations in one day and keeping everything together (as
well as our beads) .
This whole situation is the type of bull-headed stupidity we've
come to expect from the different departments at exotic GSV , and
it's refreshing to return and note that everything is still the same as
when we left!
Could it be these problems are due to professional jealousy? Of
course not. This could not be true of GSU!
Also, if you require a ny further information please contact the
Governor of Sau Paulo, Brazil, and even closer to home, please feel
free to contact Mrs . Daniel Walker who stated - The Governors
State University Jazz Ensemble was the best representative of the
entire bicentennial program.
A grateful, tired musician
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Dear Editor:
I find myself gravely concerned with the news that is coming out
of Springfield and Chicago. The news releases concern the in
dictment of and allegations against some members of the
legislature in the "Redi-Mix Concrete Overload Issue" . Many of
these men have years of legislative experience. Most with only
allegations against them a re still highly respected in the legislative
community and in their home communit ies. It is distressing for a
first-term Sena tor to be faced with the a tmosphere of despondency
in the General Assembly and anger of the people. I understand that
anger
The problems the General Assembly faces this year are momen
tous, i.e., (1) To cut cost of State government, ( 2 ) To help education
where possible, ( 3) To relieve Wor kmen 's Compensa tion and
unemployment insurance inequities in the Illinois economy, (4) To
resolve medical malpractice, (5) To meet the need for a death
penalty bill, and so on.
I have given serious consideration to what can be done to help
reestablish the good will of the people towards their legislature. It
is important that we not carry unea rned scars of indictments or
newspaper allegations. I have come to the conclustion that one of
the first ways to do this is t.o give my whole-hearted support ot the
constitutional amendments that will be voted on in the General
Election concernmg "double dipping" and "conflict or interests"
and " annual salaries".
There are some aspects of ibe amendments with which I have
minor concerns . Howeve,,, on the basis of the perspective that I
have seen here in these last few months, I feel that it is probably the
best thing that can be done.
State government is r()Cked from a series of body blows. We ate
faced with serious decisions that will affecf the taxpayers of IllinOis
and their children. Somehow, the government of the people has to
be brought back to a respect for the people. r-he citizens will,
hopefully, regain the necessary confidence in their elected of
ficials. So, I announce my intention to give my full support to the
passage of these three matters that will be voted on as new con
stitutional amendments Novem ber 2, 1976. I have the sincere belief
that the ultimate result will be a state government with which you
can be proud.
Sincerely,
James F. Bell
State Senator
42nd District
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Cogdell Appointed LAEC
Board President
New president of the board of
directors of the Lore~ AduJt
Education center of Chicago is a
Dean at Governors State Univer
sity.
Dr. Roy T. Cogdell of the
College of Human Learning and
Development heads a board of 16
directors of the only day-time
high school for aduJts in Chicago
at 65th Street and Blackstone
Avenue, originally Loretto
Academy, a private girls'
school.
He has been chairperson of thE
education committee of the boarri
for two years.
Under a bi-racial and inter
faith board, Loretto Adult
Education center services an
nuaDy about 700 poor and disad
vantaged adults and young

adults, assisting theQl to com
plete their seconda~ .ed1Jcation,
and acheive either gainfuJ em
ployment or college entrance in
order to pursue the career of
their choice.
LAEC has pioneered:
- 1964 day-time basic education
for unemployed adults.
- 1965 GED test preparation
(high school equivalency test).
- 1967 work-iltudy program for
youth.
- 1969 day-time educational cen
ter for women of Woodlawn.
- 1970 Cabrini Green alternative
high school (or youths 16-19 years
of age.
- 1972 Urban Businessmen's
Assistance center (on-site
training for small businessmen) .
- 1973 Woodlaw ~rep school (an

alternative high school for 16- and
17-year-olds) .
LAEC, an accredited in
stitution which issues its own
diplomas, receives its basic
operation costs through a
cooperative agreement with the
City Colleges of Olicago, and a
direct grant from Model Cities.

Kalwa Wins CCS Dean's Award!!
An essay in film criticism has
won for a student "The Dean's
Award for Academic Ex
cellence" in the College of
CuJtural Studies at Governors
State University.
Ms. Jean Kalwa of Sauk Village
will be awarded a plaque at Com
mencement August 22 by Dean
Alfonso Sherman.

Her essay, "Two Irishmen Try
to Buck the System," is an
analysis of "Barry Lyndon" and
"One Flew Over the Cockoo's
Nest. "
Judges commented that the
essay is "a witty, urbane, in
formed synthesis of literary,
mythic, and film criticism."
Judges were Professors Bobby

Mills, Hugh Rank, and Mel Slott
of the College of Cultural Studies.
"The Dean's Award for
Academic Excellence," to
stimuJate students to participate
more fully in the intellectual life
of the university community, is
offered each academic year, ac
cording to Dr. Sherman.

NORMAL - The Student Advisory Committee to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education elected a new student board member
and began work on a variety of statewide student concerns at a
meeting held recently at Illinois State University.
The Student Advisory Committee (SAC) elected Ray Hueb
scbmann, of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, the new
student member of the Illinois Board of Higher Education (mHE).
SAC also elected Howard Blassman, of Northwestern University, to
his third term as the alternate student board member.
The student board member is responsible for representing
658,000 students in D1inois. Huebschmann will begin his term on
JuJy 1, 1976 and will run one year. The outgoing student member,
James Zerkle of Western D1inois University, was presented a
plaque for the membership.
SAC chairman, Brad Townsend of Western Illinois University,
stated that the committee will be dealing with policy concerning
the D1inois State Scholarship Commission (lSSC) and mIlE
throughout the upcoming months.
The most recent work with ISSC is the recent fight to attain sup
plemenlal funds for 1975-76 scholarships. The legislature has
passed the supplemental legislation .. rtd the governor has promised
to sign it.
SAC intends to continue to support new grant and tuition waiver
programs for graduate students under the ISSC. The committee
also has worked toward the achievement of a common student
financial aid form, with the ISSC, in order to make it easier for
students to apply for aid without having to fill out many forms.
The committee has also actively taken part in development of the
computerized management information system (MIS) through
participation by Michael Gibbons, of SIU Carbondale, on the mHE
MIS study committee.
SAC will continue to monitor legislation in Springfield through
SAC legislative Iiason Monty NafOO8i of Western Ulinois Univer
sity. Part of the this work will be the distribution of committee
position papers against the tuition increase proposal of the IBIIE.
The next session of the Student Advisory Committee will be held
at DePaul University, in Chicago, on Saturday June 26.

"Switch Bitch" Premier Friday
On Friday, June 11 at 8:30, the Organic Theater Company will
begin previewing their latest production entitled "Switch Bitch" A
Collection of Short Stories by the Master of Nastiness, Roald Dahl.
"Switch Bitch" will be a world premier for three short stories writ
ten by Roald Dahl and adapted into plays by Stuart Gordon and the
Organic Theater Company, under the direction of Stuart Gordon.
Mr. Dahl (most people know his work but not his name) is an
English author and has written Someone Like You, Kiss Kiss, Swit
ch Bitch, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (originally
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory) and other collections of short
stories. He also wrote for the Alfred Hitchcock TV series and is the
author of the famous mystery seen on Mr. Hitchcock's show en

titled Lamb to the Slaughter, a story involving a woman who kills
her husband with a frozen leg of lamb, then cooks and serves it to
thepoJice.
Living in England with his famous actress wife, Patricia Neel,
Mr. Dahl first heard of the Organic Theater Company while they
were performing "Huck Finn" in London, and recently gave them
the permission to adapt any of his work into plays. Because Roald
Dahl is also a master of the unforseen twist, the Organics will not
reveal the names of the three stories they have chosen to adapt to
the stage. However, all three of them are about sexual hustles;
wife-swapping, aduJtery and seduction, and shouldprove to be a lot
of fun for everyone ...but strictly adult material.
The cast for " Switch Bitch" includes five veteran Organic mem
bers who are all well known to the Chicago audience. They are:
Cordis Fejer, who was unforgettable as Sargon in the Organic's
" WARP," played the title role in Organic's "Bloody Bess: A Tale of
Piracy and Revenge," Ruby in "The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit,"
and was last seen in the Goodman's production of " Dandelion
Wine" : Richard Fire, who played the title character in the
Organic's "Poe," the seer Lugulbanda in "WARP," and most
recently played the King in the Illinois Arts Council tour of the
Organic's "Huck Finn" : Dennis Franz, who pla.yed the wom!ln
beating Capt. Jonatha n Oxenham in "Bloody Bess," and the
philosophical Villanazul in "The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit'"
Carolyn Gordon, who has appeared in all 14 of the Organic Theater
Company's productions, most memorably as Valeria in "WARP,"
Annie Bailey in "Bloody Bess," and as Mrs. Mulwain in "The
Beckoning Fair One": and last but not least, William J . Norris, who
played Sima x in "WARP, " co-authored ahd played the character
Reynard Eaton in "Bloody Bess," appeared in the original produc
tions of "Ice Cream Suit" and "Huck Finn," and was most recently
seen in the one man show "The Hitler Masque."
Costumes will be co~rdinated by Laura Crow who has been in
volved with the Organic Theater Company since "WARP." She
also designed the costumes for " Bloody Bess" and co~rdinated the
costumes for "Sexual Perversity in Chicago." Her work in
"WARP" resulted in her receiving the New York Drama Desk
Award for Most Promising New Costume Designer. She is also the
resident costume designer for the Greenwich Theatre in London
and this season marks Ms. Crow's second year in a row as resident
costume designer for the Academy Festival Theater in Lake
Forest.
OPENING NIGHT is scheduled for Wednesday, June 23 at 8:30.
However, in order to enable the company to find a nd ready a new
theater space, "Switch Bitch" will be on a weekends only schedule
with shows on Fri.. at 8:30, Sat., at 7:30 & 10:00 and Sun., at 8:00.
The show is scheduled to run for 10 weeks at the air-i!onditioned Leo
Lerner Theater, 4520 N. Beacon.
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Drug War Intensified Overseas!!
lJrug War IDleDSlfled Overseas :
AMERICANS IN FOREIGN JAILS SAY IT'S A BAD TRIP
WASHINGTON, D.C. - When
Hank Larsen was arrested on a
drug charge in Mexico he thought
he could pay a fine - "at the
most spend 24 hours in the slam
mer " - and be on his way. That
was three years ago and Hank is
still in jail in Mexico. He has four
years left to serve of his seven
year sentence. His "fine" was
pocketed by his lawyer.
Hank Larsen is not his real
name, but his plight is fairly
typical of the thousands of young
<\mericans imprisoned overseas
>n drug charges. Many are ser
ling lengthy sentences for what
Nould be misdeameanors or less
Jnder U.S. law. Some have been
victims of torture, extortion,
3ystematic harassment or other
forms of abuse. their guilt or in
nocence, it's a bad trip and
there's only so much Uncle Sam
can do to help them.
The State Department sees the
problem as worldwide - and
growing. According to official
consular records, some 2,500 U.S.
citizens were serving sentences
in foreign jails at the end of 1!r15,
about threEHJuarters of them for
narcotics offenses. This is more
than double the number in 1973.
On average the American
detainees are young - the typical
age is 25 or 26 - college-educated
a n d from middle-class
backgrounds. Virtually all of
them are well versed in their
"constitutional rights" and
believe that somehow the
American Embassy can get them
out of prison. But these are just
two more misconceptions and
misjudgments that probably Ian·
ded them in their predicament in
the first place.
The lure of "easy money" is a
major snare and delusion. For
contrary to what many young
Americans believe, most coun
tries have much stiffer drug laws
than the United States.
"There's nothing easy about
this business. It's rough and the
risks are enormous. You're being
had the minute you decide to get
involved," says Loren Lawrence,
deputy administrator of the State
Department's Bureau of Security
and Consular Affairs, which is
charged with assisting and
protecting Americans overseas.
Even "doing your own thing,"
if that includes carrying around a
few joints for personal use, can
turn into an awfully un·
comfortable and costly cross
cultural experience.
"It was such a little amount.
We never dreamed it would get so
heavy," says Deborah Friedman,
whose half-ounce of marijuana
cost her $7,000 and :n days in a
Mexican jail. "And it could have
cost a whole lot more. There are
people still down there who didn't
have any more grass than we
did," Friedman told a San Fran
cisco newspaper earlier this
year. "And some were arrested
and didn't have any, who have

been in jail for years."
While a lucky few of those
arrested manage to be acquitted
after only a few months in jail,
the average sentence around the
world for "possession and traf
ficking" of marijuana is seven
years and some months. For hard
drugs like heroin and cocaine,
jail terms skyrocket, with 3O-year
sentences not being unheard of.
Three countries - Iran, Algeria
and Turkey - allow the death
penalty in narcotics cases.
"We just didn't take it all that
seriously at first," Margaret
Engle said in a newspaper in
terview after being released from
a Turkish prison in 1!r13. "We
were so used to the American
system of justice we thought it
would only take a few hours to
clear up."
It took almost a year to clear
up, however. Eight anxiOUS mon
ths with a life sentence hanging
over her head. Eight months
spent in a tiny concrete cell, 15 by
20 feet, which she shared with two
dozen' other female convicts. An
open sewer ran along one wall.
The prison was 300 years old, in·
fested with large rats, lice and
bedbugs.
"The thing people seem to
forget is that the American
system of justice stops at our bor
ders," says consular officer Roy
Davis, who spends most of his
time at the State Department
working on prisoner problems.
"Laws are different, judicial
systems are different, judicial
guarantees are different, prison
systems are different. "
Piled in his in-box are cables
from Manila, Nassau, Bangkok,
Sydney, Calgary, Casablanca,
Bogota and Guadalajara
detailing new arrests. About 20-25
new cases come in every day,
Davis says.
The new arrestees shouldn't
count necessarily on bail, of ap
peal or other rights provided by
the American legal system.
Americans abroad are subject to
the same legal procedures and
penalties as the citizens in
whatever country they find them·
selves. In four of the ten countries
where a large majority of
Americans are confined, this
means they are "guilty until
proven innocent," the law being
based on the Napoleonic Code
rather than E nglish common law.
Pre-trial detention of up to one
year is common and in some
places the prisoner need not even
be present at his trial.
Harsh conditions and mistreat
ment of prisoners are common in
many parts of the world, a fact
the State Department views with
growing concern as the number
of Americans behind bars over
seas continues to climb. In
Mexico, where nearly 600
Americans are incarcerated
(more than in any other foreign
country) , a significant number of
charges about harsh conditions

and abuse have been sub
stantiated. There have been in
stances, for example, of such
illegal but accepted practices as
beatings, confiscation of property
and denial of prompt access to
the American consul.
What can the U.S. Government
do? Overseas the fact of national
sovereignty poses special
problems and constraints. Apart
from protesting to the ap
propriate authorities any illegal
and inhumane treatment
of American orisoners. the legal
role of U.S: consular officers is
limited.They can't use govern
ment funds to pay bail, legalfees
r other expenses, as some
prisoners seem to expect.
They can make every effort to
see that the prisoner's rights un
der local law are fully observed
and that treatment meets in
ternationally accepted stan
dards.They can visit the prisoner
as soon as possible after the
arrest is known and provide him
with a list of reputable local at·
torneys from which he may select
his defense counsel. They also
can contact family and friends,
but only if the prisoner requests
it.
Many young and enterprising
consular Officers, despite
staggering workloads, go beyond
these legal responsibilities. In
Mexico, Peter Wood and Donna
Hrinac, who together were
responsible for some 185
Americans in 13 widely scattered
jails, wrote articles in English
language magazines and
newspapers to enlist the support
and interest of the American
community in the plight of the
American prisoners. They also
wrote to U.S. pharmaceutical
companies for contributions of
vitamins.
"I was tending to push the
Department to do more for
prisoners or anyone in trouble,"
recalls Wood, a former Peace
Corps volunteer and psychiatric
counselor. "That seems to be the
direction the Department is
leaning in."
Still, there are definite limits to
what consular officers can do,
Hrinac points out. And all their
efforts aren't going to change the
basic differences between
American and foreign penal
systems.
Says veteran consular officer
Loren Lawrence, "The prison
system we have in the United
states is the product of a
moderately enlightened nation
with a surplus of money to spend
- and just look at our prisOns.
What can you possibly anticipate
in a poor or developing country,
for example, with an already
overburdened infrastructure,
that doesn't have anywhere near
enough resources for people out
side prisons much less inside?"
As too many Americans are
learning, the answer is grim. Ser
ving time overseas is the kind of
trip you don't want to take.

Time Sheets Schedules
All Semi-monthly time sheets (student, Civil Service
Non-exempt, and Temporary Help) must be hand
carried to the Payroll Office no later than 5:00 p.m. the
same day the pay period ends. Faculty, Administrative
and Exempt Civil Sel-vice time sheets are due on the
last working day of the month.
This policy is necessitated by the strict limitations
placed upon this office by the State Comptroller. There
pre DO provisions for payment from time sheets that
are submitted late. NO SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKS
WILL BE ISSUED from late time sheets. The will
require units to "hand-carry" all time sheets to the
Payroll Office the day they are due rather than using
the mail service. If time sheets arrive late, payment
will be made on the next scheduled pay date.
Compliance with the attached schedule of dates will
help to insure that you will receive a correct payroll
warrant on payday.
Listed below are the dates time sheets are to be
submitted for the periods January I, 1!r16 through
December 31, 1976.
Wednesday, January 14 Thursday, July 15
Friday, January 30
Friday, July 30
Friday, February 13
Friday, February'J:1

Friday, August 13
Tuesday, August 31

Monday, March 15
Wednesday, March 31

Wednesday, September 15
Thursday, September 30

Thursday, April 15
Friday, April 30

Friday, October 15
Friday, October 29

Friday, May 14
Friday, May 28

Monday, November 15
Tuesday, November 30

Tuesday, June 15
Wednesday, June 30

Wednesday, December 15
Thursday, December 30

The INNOVATOR IS IN NEED OF A GOOD TYPIST.
KNOW ANYONE? CALL US AT X 2260 or stop by our
office. Weare located in F building just before you get
to the old recreational studies area.

Publishing Schedule
The Governors State University Student Learning.
Project: INNOVATOR, is published bi-weekly and will
be mailed to all GSU students and alumni upon
request. To our general readership and possible ad
vertiser, we print our deadline for submitting material
and publishing schedule. We will be looking forward to
any contacts responsible groups or individuals might
wish to advertise in the pages of the INNOVATOR.
Interested persons can contact our office at 534-500cr
extension 2260 or write to us at; Governors State
University c/o INNOVATOR, Park Forest South
.Illinois; 60466. We look forward to seeing you in print.

PHONE IN AD.
534-5000 ext. 2260

Deadline

.Pcblications

Sen. Bell Calls for Safety Regulations
Springfield - State Senator
Jim Bell (R-Joliet) and John Min
zing and the Will-Grundy
Manufacturers Association held
a meeting and announced that
some 24 industries with plants in
Will County will come together to
suggest a response on the basis of
State government to devising
safety regulations for the produc

'ap8

lion, storage and transportation
of hazardous substances. Senator
Bell is Minority Chairman of the
Illinois State Senate Committee
of Agriculture, Conservation and
Energy. The Senator in com
menting says "It is most
significant that the State of
Illinois get input into any con
templated legislation of those
who are concerned and want a

safe system of handling hazar
dous materials." He further
stated "I believe those industries
in Will County are to be
congratulated in participating in
trying to resolve this program. I
look forward to their coming
report to the Senate Agriculture,
Conservation and Energy Com
mittee."

April 20
May 4
May 18
June 1
June 15
June 29
July 13
July 27

April 26
May 10
May 24
June7
June 21
July 5
July 19
Aug. 2
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Erlenborn to Speak at GSU in June

Personal Awareness
Class for Women
Prairie State College will offer
a Personal Awareness f or
Women class during summer
session, 1976. The course will be
taught by Marilyn DeLuca
Zwiers.
The class is combined with in
dividual conferences to help
mature women find more
satisfying lives in tOOay's
changing world.
It is a course especially
designed for women wishing to
discover a clear self-identity.
Each woman wishing to put her
strongest abilities and interests
to use. She will be stimulated to
review her personal life style and
goals, be they individual, family,
career or community. She will
have an opportunity to explore
her ideas, convictions and values
in the light of current academic
knowledge.
Objectives are: To develop
open communications - more
facility in self-expression and un
derstanding of opiniOns ex

pressed by others; to enhance
each participant's self esteem,
self-confidence and sense of per
sonal significance.
Mrs. Zwiers holds a bachelor'S
and master's degree in coun
seling from Governors State
University, and completed ad
ditional professional training at
the Continuum .center for
Women, Oakland University,
Rochester, Michigan. She has
also conducted seminars in con
nection with the New Horizons for
Women program at Joliet Junior
College.
The class will be conducted on
Tuesdays, 1:00-4:45 p.m., from
June 15 - August 3, at Prairie
State College, Room 316.
Enrollment is limited to 15, and
registration can be made at
Room 296, Monday - Friday, 9:~
4:00 p.m. Tuition for in-district
residents is $18.60, but additional
for out-of~istrict or out-of-state
residents.
For additional information,
call 756-3110, extension216.

A.I.S.G. In Power Move!
What Does it Take:
The Association of Illinois
Student Governments scored well
last week during hearings held by
the House · Higher Education
Committee. AISG testimony
aided in the passage of two new
bills which will increase the
student membership on the
Illinois State Scholarship Com
mittee, (HB 3939), and give
student trustees on governance
boards the power to make and
second motions and attend
executive sessions (HB 3940).
Both bills were sponsored by
Rep. Giddy Dyer. 3939 and 3940
have now passed out of com
mittee and are expected to reach
the House floor before the end of
the session.
HB 3939, which will place a
second student on the ISSC, was
supported by ArsG and the
Scholarship Commission. Ralph
Godsicki of the ISSC said he sup
ported the bill because the
student member had proved to be
.a successful program, "and we
would like to see more students
get involved."

, ... 9

HB 3940 will give student mem
bers on the Board of Regents,
Board of Governors, Southern
Ulinois University and University
of Ulinois Board of Trustees, and
the student member of the Board
of Higher Education further
membership priveleges. Students
on these boards will now legally
be able to act in meetings and
executive session.
Voting priveleges, which are
still not offered to student
trustees, are expected to be in
troduced through legislation next
session.
I But while AISG supported
Dyer's student trustee bills
during the hearings, they op
posed Dyer 's HB 826, the cOn
troversial Tuition Differential
Act, which would increase grants
to priVate colleges to make up for
private-public tuition gaps.
826 failed in committee several
weeks ago, and Dyer rein
troduced the measure in the form
of a resolution. The resolution,
which passed through the com
mittee despite AISG opposing
testimony, now asks that a study

Higher education in Ulinois will
be discussed by the executive
vice chairman of the House of
Representatives committee on
higher education at Governors
State University.
Free to the public, the address
by Rep. John Erlenborn will be
Friday, June 18, a t 7:30 p.m. in
the community conference cen
ter. Refreshments will follow.
Rep. Erlenborn of the Illinois
14th Congressional district was
appointed to the House Com
mittee on Education and Labor in
May, 1966, and is on the Post
secondary E ducation sub
committee.
He was a member of the Com
mission on P opulation Growth
and the American Future, ap
pointed by the Speaker of the
House.
For the Illinois Citizens Con
cerned for Life, he was a n ad
visory board member of the
DuPage chapter.
He has been in Congress since
1965, after serving in the Illinois
General assembly and as
assistant state's attorney of
DuPage county.
Rep. Erlenborn has received
honorary degrees from Elmhurst
and St. procopius Colleges.
He attended Immaculate Con
ception elementary and high
schools in Elmhurst and did un
dergraduate work in the Navy V
12 program at the University of
Notre Dame, Indiana State
Teachers College and NROTC at
the University of ILlinois.
Mter discharge from the Navy,
he was graduated from Loyola
University of Chicago and Loyola
University College of Law.

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - Comedian Tom Dreesen will host
internationally acclaimed artists in a "Swnmer Festival" at
Governors State University Friday, June 11.

Born and bred in Harvey, Illinois, a suburb on the
south side of Chicago, Tom Dreesen spent . the last
several years establishing an impressive Chicago
following as part 01 a comedy team and as founder and
host of two very successful comedy workshops. He also
toured the country on such diversified circuits as
college campuses and the Playboy Clubs.
Now based in Los Angeles, Tom's career includes
repeated guest appearances on the Merv Griffin,
Dinah Shore, Mike Douglas and the Johnny Carson TV
shows. His appeal and style have enabled him to also
guest on TV j;hows like Dick Clark's American Band
stand and Soul Train where he has been the only white
comedian to date to perform on this show.
Much of Tom's material is drawn from true ex
periences while being raised in a racially changing
neighborhood and its effect on his younger years as he
coped with the ways of the street, living on the brink of
poverty and all the while attending Catholic school.
From altar boy to the U.S. Navy, from shoe shine boy
to private detective, from lecturing school children on
the ills of drug abuse to paying his dues working rough
saloons as a stand up comedian all give Tom a wealth
of material from which to pull.
Tom's background, instinct and insight have made it
easy for him to delight audiences from all walks of life
and from 8 to 80 years of age as he did recently with
Tony Orlando & Dawn at the Sahara Hotel in Lake
Tahoe.
A student of acting as well as comedy and writing,
Tom has spread his talents to include appearances in
motion pictures, commercials and industrial films.
A critic was recently moved to write "Tom Dreesen
is a comedic craftsman whose delivery and timing are
a work of art. He is one of those rare performers who
possess the seasoning to handle any audience with ab
solute warmth and friendliness .... "

rreee.lei. .
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be made with the Dlinois State
Scholarship Commission to deter
mine whether this program
would be beneficial or hannful to
higher education in Illinois.
AISG testified strongly against
the resolution because the com

iIc***.*****••*.*•••*••••••****

mi~tee andto the
House
feel
obhgated
enact
the may
program
- ...
next session. Rep. Esther Sat- ::
..
terwathe echoed AISG concerns,
saying the state could not afford ..
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
such a program, and the passage
Student Activities
of this resolution would be "like
presents
putting the cart before the hor"Swnmer Festival"
..
se."
Junell,l9763:oot09:0!0p.m.
"The studies this resolution is
Featuring Internationally Acclaimed Artists
based on are old and the situation
Catherine Dunham Performing Dance Troupe
is changing in the state. By
7-9 p.lO.
passing this resolution we may be
Hall of Governors
::
indicating something to the
Ear Feathers Romantic Singers of Song
..
House not meant by this com5:30-7:00p.m.
miUee," Satterwathe said. "This
Community Conference Center
resolution is wattered down from
Thompson Community Singers
::
the original bill, but it is still not
&:
harmless."
Jessy Dixon Singers
SaUerwathe voted the only no
&
on the committee balloting.
Ms. Catherine Parkman
In other lobbying, AISG com3-5:30p.m.
piled a fact sheet pertaimDg to
Community C~erence Center
*
Host : Comedian Tom Dreesen
the Higher Educationap*
propriation bills for publiC senior has 8ppea~ on Mike Douglas Show, Dinah Shore Show, Jolumy*
institutions, community colleges ... carson ~O~lgbt Show, Red Lion, Soul Train, American Bandstand,
and the ISSC. AISG will push for . Merv Gnffm Show, Tony Orlando & Dawn at Lake Tahoe. Natalie*
the passage of the bills but hopes .Cole Rost,.Playboy, Lake Geneva. Por more information, contact *
the House Appropriations Com- .Ms. Frankie Bam es a t _
..
534-5000 ext. 2142
:
miUee will raise the funding *
levels indi&ted by the Senate
back the Board of Higher *
Education
recommendation
.&.
levels.
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Bicentennial
Excursion is Planned

~..-.o

In celebration of the 1776-1976 Bicentennial, plans are being com
pleted for a ten-state excursion, which will begin June 26, 1976, at
the Chicago Amphitheater. Nathaniel Wright, Director of the Com
mittee for Better Communities, and Charles Mosley, Director of
Community Services at GSU, announced the plans on May 9, 1976.
A panorama of musical history will be presented by the famed
Governors State University Jazz Ensemble, choral groups, rock
groups, folk singers, and active local talent.
Arrangements are being made to get Ella Fitzgerald, the Grand I
Dame of Jazz; B.B. King; Nancy Wilson; Aretha Franklin, and
others to help kick off the Chicago show, which will s tart the tour to
New Orleans, Memphis, Arkansas, and other states where shows
are in progress.
Students of GSU and coIleges and universities in the designated
states wiJI be participating in the arrangements.
For further information contact the Human Services Resource
Center. Ext. 2436, Room B 1507.
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A composer's concert will be presented by the Governors State
University Contemporary Chamber ensemble Tuesday, June 24.
Electronic and ensemble compositions by Dale Wilson and other
students and Richard McCreary wiII be featured in the free concert
at7:30p.m.
Dr. McCreary is university professor of composition and elec
tronic music in the College of Cultural Studies.
More information may be obtained by telephoning 312/534-5000,
X2451 or 2458.

EDGEWOOD
APARTMENTS
Steger Road
Steger, "linois
747-3740
Studio - $135-$145
1 bedroom - $165-$175
2 bedroom - $190-$200
3 bedroom - $225-240

***
GOVERNORS HOUSE
843B Pin Oak Lane
Park Forest So., III. 60466
534-0077
1 bedroom - $250
3 bedroom - $365

** T hese are federally fun
ded [ will offer reduced
rates to students.

II
FULL PAGE

PARK
FOREST
MANAGEMENT AGEN
CY
15 Fir Street
Park Forest, Illinois 60466
748-6008
1 bedroom - $151 upstairs
$153 downstairs
2 bedroom - $184-$186
3 bedroom - $2 12-$220-$233

ARBOR TRAILS
119 Sycamore Drive
**Park Forest, 111.60466
481-4153
Studio - $167.50
1 bedroom - $195
2 bedroom - $247
3 bedroom
$320
(townhouse)

***
RICHTON
SQUARE
MANAGEMENT COM
PANY
22509 Jackson Ct.
Richton Par k, Illinois
481-6220
1 bedroom - $195-$205
2 bedroom - $239.50·$247.50

5!
this could b e your a
$100

1/4 pg

$25

1(, 50

1 8 pg

$15

Every other Monday, THE
INNOVATOR, student-produced
newspaper at nearby Governors
State University, brings campus
and community news, features
and NOW your advertising
message to every comer of the
growing GSU community.

CLASSIFlEP ADS

And they all need your products
and services - stereo
components, records and tapes,
wearables, auto parts and
services. liquors, imported items
- the list is endless.
We'll run your quarter-page ad
from camera ready art three
times for only $25 an issue.

If you would like free
copies of the INNOVATOR
containing your ad to pass out to
your customers, we'll see that
you get them on publication day.

·Advertising De~rtment
THE INNOVATOR

2.50 per line

Call: The INNOYATOR
514- 5000 x2260
. . . 10

Wanted: Used bed or bedroom set.
.Contact: AU , 2521

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -____- : - - - - 

Free Classified advertising in the INNOVATOR
~
all CSU students
lor.
The INNOVATOR IS IN NEED OF A GOOD TYPIST. KNOW
ANYONE? CALL US AT X 2260 or stop by our office. We are
located in F building just before you get to the old recreational
studies area.

Want to exchange a Futica
Movie Ca mera plus cash
an
Electric
f or
Typewriter. Call Dinesh
Barman at 957-0442 if not
in please leave name and
phone number.
College Rep ' Wanted for
next fall to distribute
"Student Rate:' sub
scription cards at this
campus. Good income, no
selling involved. For in
formation and application
send name and address to
Mr. D. DeMuth, Area
Manager, 3233 Ernst St.,
Franklin Park, III. 60131.

The Child Care Center
For Sa le: .1973 Honda,. 35 needs work-study people
CL, Gold, SISSY bar , asking in the afternoons. Contact:
$700. 1970 Volvo 1445, 4-dr., ';~4-5980.
red, asking $1300. Sears
automatic 12 gauge Wanted: Free kittens, 7
shotgun, 3 chokes with weeks old, fitter trained.
case, $110. Contact: Mark, Contact: Ext. 2461, Carol
447-6193, after 9 p.m.
Shiplett.
stuc;tent has modern two
MOVING SALE·. Hair! Graduate
bedroom furnished suburban apar
dryer, Wall clock, Clock tment to be shared with straight,
Mot 0 r c y c I e responsible, clean, individual.
R a d i 0,
Helmet, Boxing Gloves, Features carpet, AI~ patio. P~I,
Phonograph
Records, Clubhouse, Laun~, and Parkmg
,

facilities. Location IS9th Street

Tennis Racket, Table, East Calumet City. Two minutes
Chess set, Camera, Table from the expressway. $100.00 per
lamp, Mens Clothing. Real month. Call Mr. Rupert 849-0146
Bargain Prices. Call 747- days. 947-6120aft.p.rniiitniahl
0258 Evenings.
For Rent: Two Bedroom
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A p a r t m e n t , Living Rm.,
Bath & Shower, Kitchen
Complete furniture, July
and August only. Very
Reasonable, 10 min. Drive
to G.S.U. Call Ex. 2526 or
755-8613.

Co-op

The INNOVATOR and the COOP department are providing these
job listings expressly for GSU students. Why wait until graduation.
to begin seeking employment? These job listings could start you on.
the way to future employment.
The INNOVATOR would like to know if the students find listing
possible jobs a beneficial service. We would like to communicate
with a ny students Who benefit directly or indirectly from the
listing. Drop us a line and let us know how you feel abou t the job
offerings or if you got the job. We will use that knowledge to try and
better the services now com ing from both the INNOVATOR and
the COOP folks. To not use is to also abuse.

PLACEMENT NEWS
THE PLACEMENT OFFICE HAS MOVED!! WE ARE NOW
LOCATED IN THE E BUILDING, JUST BEFORE THE RAMP
HEADING TO THE YMCA AREA. THE BULLETIN BOARD
WILL REMAIN IN ITS PRESENT LOCATION.

Assistant Principa l MY' 226
Directly responsi ble to Prin
cipal at a junior high school.
requires valid illinois Type 75
Certificate with administrative
endorsement. prefer some ad·
mlnstratlve experience In the
school setting. application
deadline: May 21, 1976 Dolton.
illinois
Chemistry Instructor A-210
Master's degree, previous
teaching experience, community
college experience preferred,
salary commensurate with ex
perience and education,
available full -time beginning
August. 1976 Champaign. Illinois
Reading Instructor
for Individualized
Labo r a tory A-167
. Study
Master's degree In Reading with
emphasis on diagnostic testing,
remedia l reading. curriculum
development, and reading theory
preferred, sa lary related to
background and experlence,9mon
th contract/temporary position.
Ava ilable: August, 1976 Crystal
Lake. III.

Coordinator of Medica l
Laboratory Technology
Program A-215
Involves both Instructional and
administrative duties. Bachelor's
degree. preferably a Master's,
minimum 3 yrs of clinical ex
perience. and be a registered
Medical Technologist. Kankakee,
illinois

Elementary Mathematics
Teacher .A-2f19
Elementary or Secondary Cer
tification. minimum of 18 hours in
mathematics, experience or
Student Teaching In a Junior
High School preferr~. Hinsdale,
illinois
PubliC Service Librarian · A214
Assist students, faculty and
other clients In the use of all the
library facilities, Master's in
Library Science, 2 or more yrs
full ·tlme IIbrarlanshlp, starting
salary: 511.100. Application
deadline : May 22, 1976. Warren,
Mi.

For Sale: 1 ETI Mini-Power
. Spea ker, 1 year old, retails for
MOO, asking 5300. 2 Dutane Voice
Columns, Mod. GA315 asking
$175/ pair. Also, 1 BSR Mod.
4620W Turntable SIS

Admissions Specialist My-231
Bachelor's degree. starting
salary 59,000-13,724. Application
deadline: May 31, 1976 Dolton.
Illinois

Clerk· Expeditor A·163
Requires a working knowledge
of production orders. working
with production foreman on ex·
pediting parts, some typing and
filing, some knowledge of blue
prints and accounting. Monee,
illinoiS
Disbursements Auditor I I .A-189
ProceSSing of Invoices, freight
bills, report of receipts and other
documents for proper payment,
Bachelor·level degree in Ac
counting or Business Ad ·
ministration, starting salary is
SB.600/depending on experience
and qualifications. Kankakee,
Illinois
Biology
Instructor A-156
Master's degree In Biological
Sciences. exper:lence in in·
dlvidualized Instruction and team
teaching, com munity college ex
Perience preferred but not
required, salary commensurate
with experience and education.
available full-time beginning
August, 1976 Champaign, Illinois

/

Social Worker A-190 MSW · Drug Counselor A-137
preferred, start at 512,500 plus
Bachelor's degree required.
good benefits, responsibilities In- Must apply for Civil Service
elude aSSisting and supervising status, salary $9,946. Chicago,
four community'll
andone Illinois
placement counselor. Chicago. ·
Illinois

' . .M .

Academic Adviser My.231
Master's degree, starting
salary $10.522-15,788. Application
deadline: May 31, 1976.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Ch ICIIIIO. illinois
Outreecll wortc... . to loin 5·penon teem
delivering c lin ic.11 outrHch ....vlc.. to
VOUIV people In communities. Avall.ble
June I. 1976, salary : $1.500·9.500. My.l1
K.,kakee.llllnoll

For Sale: 1973 Honda, 350 CL.
8500 Miles, gold THWK, sissy bar,
asking $700.
1970 Volvo 1445, 4 dr., 4 speed, 24
mpg, asking $1300.
Sears automatic shotgun, 3
chokes, gas operated, case in
cluded, $110.
Contact : Mark at 447~193 after 9
pm.

Wanted: Actors and actresses!
Ever want to be in a film? I'm
directing a film for film production
and need talent. We will be
shooting on weekends and at your
convenience. Film is a comedy of
life at G.S.U. Call me for try-out
times. Contact: Jim, 327-5482.
ForSale : 19'14DatsunB210withair
conditioning, 30 MPG, 4 speed,
asking $2400. 1970 Volvo 144S, 4 Dr.,
4 speed, asking $1300. 1973 Honda
350 CL, Gold, with a sissy bar.
Asking $700. Contact Mark a t 4476193.

Found: Photography equipment
in HLD. You must be a ble to iden
tify by bilI of sales, serial num
bers, etc.
Contact : Call M. Stelnick, af
ternoons, Ext. 2432.

Rabbit cape w/hood. Dark Brown vinyl lay back
Brand new . $200. Full chair with foot rest for sale
length (m id-calf) Contact
. best offer. Contact
Kim 2144174.
Kim 2144174.
IS% off on calculators. When
ready, c~U Jerry at 799-3976.

For Sale: '72 Pinto-2dr. sedan, new
For Sale : 7' pool table, 4 cues, 'muffler, tires, low mileage best of
bridge, and balls, best offer. on fer. Contact: 748-2601 between 6
tact: Sharon X 2418 or 747-9135 af and 1 p.m. only.
terS.
Marketing Graduate: December
1975 graduate of Governor State
University Graduate School of
Business seeking full·tlme em
ployment. Good investment in
responsibility and ability. Able to
relocate. Salary is open. For
more information contact In
novator at (312)-534.5000 Ext.
2260
The Chicago Counseling and
Psychother ap y Center, 5711
South Woodlawn, needs .,.ople
who are willing to talk about their
personal problems and feelings
for 10 sessions with a
psychotherapist - in - training.
PartiCipation should not be seen
as psychotherapy or as a sub
stitute for psychothera py.
although participants will
probably find it a useful ex
perience. Participants will
neither be paid or charged for
thefr selsions. Call 614-1100.

Chicavo. Ill inois
Truckinv Company . needs sever.I
people wi'h sta listical bac kgrounds.
preh!r someone with compuler skills to
work e ither part or full ·llme in the
summer unl ll July I. 1976. bul posillons
may VO beyond Ihal dale. available
immedla lely. salary : about 15.001 hour.
My 17
Collax. Il linois
HHIIII.nd Physical Education · musl be
certified to leach Health plus Physical
Educalion in vrades k·9. possibl e 9·12.
B.S. needed. ma lor In P .E .. minor
Health Or vice versa . interview dates·
June 1~ · June 18. 1976. ava ila ble 1976·1971
school term . My ·19
OVlesby. Illinois
Business Education Te.cher . teach
courses in Accounting and EconomicS.
available Fa ll semesler. 1976. saiary :
SI0.920 for Masler's devree and no
exoerience My·232
Melleson. Illinois
Accounting Posilion . B.S. devree with 1·
2 years exper ience he lpful . bul nol
required. Available Immediately.
salary: $9.500·10.050 Mz·233
Palatine.llinols
Inslructor of D.t. Procelling . I. .ch a
varlely of data processlnv courHS.
M.B.A .• 2 y....s experience In clat.
processlnv ·related business positions.
Avall.ble AuvuSt 17. 1976. salary :
Sl1.2OO·16.100. application deadline : July
9. 1976 My·235a
AlSip. Illinois
Inside Salesm.n . to work In Customer
Service department 01 a wholesale
bulldlnv m.teri.1 industry. could lead to
outS ide sales .. lIh potenllal lor
manllllement Available immediately.
salary : SI5O·S110/_kly. My .l
Chicave vicinity
Consumer Sal.tv Officer will be Irained
to inspecl lood and druv manufllChwlnv
warehouses. inveslivatlnv compla ints
and actlnv as a IjOvernment lIIIent WIlen
rftluested to gO to court. advising
Industries ot proper packav ln;
techn iques . Application De.d li na :
61 18/ 76. Salary : $1.925. Also hlrlnv
nallonwlde. My ·2
Sandwich. Illinois
Finencl.1 .ccountlng supervllGr . B.A.
ctevr... with malor In accounlinv . Prefer
two YHr5 teaching experience In
BUSIness Education. a vailable 61 11 76.
salary : open Sandwich. Ill inois Is 10·
caled 25 miles from Northern lllnois
Universlty . t DeK.lb. Illinois end about
.0 miles Irom CIIlcIIIIO. My · ~
Crete. Illinois
Coli An.iyst . Calls for ;a. sh.rp.
agress lve accountant . 1· 2 ye.rs
experience in lob ShOp eccounllnv
deslrabla. Musl have good theoretical
bllCkvround _
the ability to solve
practical problems. My·S
WoodStock. illinois
Elementary ScIIoeI Level V.c:.ncies· 11 2
time klndervarten. vuidance counselor
and social worker. My·6
Chlcll\JO. illinois
HiWII School BI....." TeK..... . deIIr"
with. ma lor In blolOllY. Illinois te.CI\I!III
certificate (In prOllress is accept.bll l
ftluivalent . PART ·TIME My.ll

or

For Sale: One set of Spaulding MV
2.Golf Clubs, one 3 & 4 woods, 3-9
pitching wedRe iroqs. blAg and cart.
Call: Ex. 2520, Phil Walusek.

Classified Advertising
For Sale: 9 X 12 rug. Beige color,
excellent condition. $90.00 new ;
asking $50.00 or best offer. In
terested call Bill at GSU X2326. A
good buy
Wanted: Ride to New York City, on
or about May 24th. Twu peopll'
willing to share driving and
expenses.
Call: (815) t33-2t58 before 10:00
a.m.
For Sale
Marantz
Model
2230,
Stereophonic Reciever. 2 years
old. Still under warranty. In
terested come and get it. Contact
Don Neal at GSU Extension 2318.
$180.00 or we can work it out.
Rob inson. illinOis
D.t .
Processing Pr o g r.m
Coordlnetor/lnstructor . ability 10 teach
Educ:.lIOn .nd rl11ining Director . 10
dlrecl hospltal·w ide prOllram lor 300 bed
g e ne ra l hospital. Excellent salary
dependent on education and exper ience
Prel~ m asl....·s devree With 2 year~
expeflence in hospital education and
'rain ing . My .IO
courses leadinv to AAS devree In UBta
Processinv or Keypunch Ce rtificate. as
well as intrOductory business cOllrses.
Sal a ry : dependenl upon experience and
eduea hon . applIcation deedline : June 1.
1976. I\I1Y ·12
Robinson. illinois
Restilurilnt Men.,ement Progr.m
C~;ne torllnstructor . ability to teach
cOurses leadinV to AAS devree in
Res laurant Manavement . Salary :
Dependent upon experience and
education. application deadline : Mey 21.
1976 I\I1V ·13

Robinson. Illinois
Cllemiltry Instructor . ability to teach
inorvenic and organic Chemistry with
secondary assivnment In area o f
Melhemallcs .Sal.ry : dependenl upon
experience and eduea ton. application
deadline: June 1. 1976
Robinson. IIlnols
Instructor 01 Nursing · B.S.N. ctevree
and two years experience in the prllCtice
01 nurslnv. current illinois and Indiana
licensure as RN. salary dependent upon
devreels) and experience. appllcallon
deadline : June II. 1976 My·16
Robinson. Illinois
Joliet. Illinois
Elemenl.ry Scllool Principal . mus'
have m.sters deIIree with minimum
Staleoll lllnoies Gen.... , Admin istrat ive
e ndorsemenl . four ye.rs teach in g
experlenca. prefer.bly In elementary
school. demonstr.lad capabllilles In
leadersh ip. public .nd community
relalions. Appl ic.11on Deadline : Mey
28th . My.21
Joliet. lllinoll
H.lf.llme P .E . Coordln.tor·...II·tlme
inltructor . element.ry level. Must have
mast ers devre•• St.,. te.ch ln v
ce r ll ficate . .billty to develop anG
mainlain a P .E . prOllram for 22 K:~
educat ion centers and. work ,.n
cooperal ion with lunior hlVh .thlehc
d irectors to improve Dislrlct P E.
prOllram. Applicetlon delHlllne : Mey
28th . My ·20

Blue Island. illinois
InSUl11nce Sa..._
. must be licensed
by the slate 01 Illinois. sal.ry : no draw.
stralvhl commission. a v.llable now.
My ·7

Palos Hills . Illinois
Counselorl . 3 positions. lHIucation .
vocat lon.1 end personal counsetlnv.
sal.ry comm""sur.'e with edUcation
end experllnCe. 12 month contracl.
Appllc.11on Deadline : July 1. 197' My.'

. • t
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Childhood Education Program 
Associate or Full Professor Doc
torate, Strong academic
background in two or more of the
following: Curriculum, In
struction, Teacher Education,
Elementary Education, In
structional Design. Deadline
Date: 6-10-76 - TaDahassee,
Florida

Co-op Alone
APPLIED TUBA "
EUPHONIUM
IN
STRUCTOR: Master's
degree in tuba per
formance required. Ap
plicant must be an ac
complished perfonner on
tuba and experienced
teacher in the low brass
area. Also applicant must
demonstrate a maturity
with brass ensemble
literature. Salary open,
application deadline:
July I, 1976 - Cedar
Falls, Iowa.
COUNSELOR : To do in
dividual and group coun
seling an(l vocational
rehabilitation
with
emotionally disturbed
and physically han
dicapped adults. Master's
degree required in
rehabilitation counseling,
social work, counseling or
psychology, prefer some
ex perience . Salary:
based upon experience
and education, available:
June 7, 1976 - Downers
Grove, III.
ASSOCIATE or FULL
PROFESSOR: Supervise
graduate student resear
ch, advise graduate
student, teach graduate
a nd
undergraduate
classes , design and
develop programs in
Childhood Education .
Earned
Doctorate
re q uired,
sa l a ry :
negotiable, application
deadline : June 10, 1976 
Tallahassee, Florida .
CO-ORDINATOR. TEAC
HER EDllCATION CEN
TER: Candidate will co
ordinate a field-based
teacher education center
located in Farmington,
New Mexico. Ph.D. or
Ed. D. awarded before
September, 1976, ex
perience in elementary
and/or secondary schools
required. Salary: $10,000
$12,500 range, effective:
August 23, 1976 ap
plication deadline: .June
2, 1976 - Farming ton,
New Mexico.
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGI
ST: Responsible for
evaluation, diagnosis and
placement of students
who
need
psychological/special se
rvices. Work with one
other school psychologist.
Master's degree in school
psychology. Valid Illinois
School Psychologist En
dorsement Internship or
experience in elementary
school setting. Salary:
depends
upon
qualifications and ex
perience related to the
position.
Application
deadline : June I, 1976 Dolton, Illinois.
HIGH SCHOOL MATH
TEACHER and COM
PUTER MATHEMATICS
TEACHER: 'l\vo vacan
cies open in Woodstock,
Illinois.
SECURITY GUARDS
AND MATRONS: Must
be 21 years of age or older
to work part or full-time
in local Chicago suburbs.
Car necessary, blue card
helpful,
but
not
necessary. Available :
now
Salary:
$2.60/hour-$3.00/hour
after August I, 1976.

' . . 12

TYPIST: With or without
shorthand, Chicago em
ployment agency looking
for typists for local finan
ce, insurance and
business offices.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE:
LL.B. or J .D. degree,
preference to applicants
with 3-5 year's experience
with a criminal justice or
similar agency, to teach
courses in law or other
Criminal Justice courses
with law emphasis. Ap
plication Deadline :
5/31/76 - Sacramento,
California.
MANAGERIAL
AND
SALES PERSON : Must
be married, will train, no
experience necessary.
now Salary: Open Tinley Park, III.
HEALTH
AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
INSTRUCTOR: Must be
certified to teach Health
plus PhYSical Education
in grades K-9, possible 9
12. B.S. needed, major in
P.E., Minor Health or
vice versa - Colfax,
Illinois.
OUTSIDE SALES PER
SON : Available im
mediately, salary open,
background in audio
visual.
Chicago,
Illinois.
I NSTRU CTOR
IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIE N
CES : Teaching Genera l
Zoology, general biology,
lecture and laboratory,
supervise independent
~tu~y projects in aquatic
biology. Master's degree
in field of Zoology with
empha Sis in aquatic
biology, fisheries , and
limnology . Successful
teaching experience at
the college level
p refe r red , teachi n g
assistantship experience
in zoological science ac
ceptable .
Effective
August 16, 1976. Salary
Range : Dependent upon
degree and experience.
Application Deadline:
July I, 1976 - Joliet,
IllinOis.
REPORTER
TRAINEES:
Two
openings for reporter
trainees, for which June
graduates are being con
sidered . B.A. 's with
majors in English or
Social Sciences, with
some Journalism courses
are preferred. Must own
car and be able to type 35
wpm. Apply Tuesday,
June 1 or Friday, June 4,
1976 - Joliet, Illinois.
COORDINATOR OF
HEARING IMPAIRED
PROGRAMS: Supervise
existing classes for the
hearing impaired and to
further develop programs
and services for hearing
handicapped children.
State of Dlinois Teaching
Certificate in the Hearing
Impaired, State approval
as
a
supervisor
preferred, master's
degree preferred, 3 years
experience as a teacher
or supervisor, demon
strated capabilities in
leadenhip, public and
community relations,
academic competence
good human relations
skills. Available: August,
1976. Salary: Negotiable
- Joliet, Illinois.

PROFESSIONAL COOR
DINATORS: Must have
two years of youth work
experience + B.A. or 4
years of youth work ex
perience. One position for
Drug Emergency Ser
vices, half time, ap
plicant should have work
experience in hospitals
and crisis counseling with
pofy-drug users. One
position ·for Outdoors Ac
tivities Program, fuD
time. Applicant should
have group work ex
perience and outdoor
skills such as rock clim
bing, wilderness cam
ping, etc. - Park Forest,
Illinois.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASS
1STANT: Office and per
sonnel
management,
grant writing, pur
chaSing .
Typing
required; shorthand and
bookkeeping helpful. 
Park Forest, Illinois.
GYMNASTICS AND
DANCE TEACHER:
Vacancy open in high
school in Woodstock, Ill.
READING SPECIALIS
T : Jr. High Level,
available September,
1976. Salary depends upon
education and ex
perience .
Master's
degree preferred, ex
perience not necessary.
- Oak Lawn, Illinois.
ART
IN
U NIT
STRUCTOR: Grades K
12, extra duty posSible,
available August 25, 1976.
Salary : $9,000 - Colfax,
Illinois.
C

0
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SELORIOUTREACH
WORKER : counseling of
teens, outreach work, and
superv ision of teen
gorups. Flexible hours,
including evenings. Need
basic counseling skills:
interviewing, listening
and reflecting, some ex
perience wi th teens
necessary.
Salary:
$3.00/hour for 10 hours
per week. - Park Foresl
South, Ill.

Counselor To do individual and
group counseling and vocational
rehab with emotionaDy disturbed
and phYSically handicapped
adults. Master's degree required
in rehabilitation counseling,
social work, counseling or
psychology. Available: June 7,
1976 Downers Gro~e, Illinois

Counselor 3 Vacancies education,
vocational and personal coun
seling, salary commesurate with
education and experience. 12
month contract. Application
Deadline: 7-1-76

Gymnastics and Dance Teacher
High School Level - Woodstock
III
'

Instructor, Radio-TV Repair
Primary responsibility will be to
teach and conduct laboratory ex
periences in the Radio-TV-Sound
Repair area ; develop curricula.
Master's Degree in subject mat
ter directly related to position an
dor equal tech education andor
related work expoin occupational
educational area concerned.
Salary : Beginning at $11,110 Ap
plication Deadline: 6-20-76 
Warren, Michigan

Music Teacher K-S Special K-14
Teaching and Supervising Music,
Type 10; or Special K-12
Teaching Music, Type 10. Suc
cessful musk teaching expo
preferred but n:>t required. Alsip,
Illinois
Instructor of Nursing Avail. in
August 1976 B.S.N. degree and
two years exper. Expertise in the
basic therapeutic com minication
skills Application Deadline; June
18,1976 - Robinson, Illinois
High School Biology Teacher 
degree with a major in biology,
Illinois teaching certificate (in
progress is accepta ble) or
equivalent Part-Time - Chicago

~._
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Coordinator of Hearing Impaired
Programs Master's Degree
(preferred) a yr. exper. as a
teacher or supervisor, demon
stra~ capabilities in leadership,
pubbc a~d community relations,
academiC competence, good
human relations skills. Salary:
Negotiable - Joliet, III.

Y o u th Service Work 2
Profes sional
Coordinator
Positions must have 2 yrs of
youth work experience and BA or
4 years of youth work expert 
Park Forest, Ill.
Instructor in Biological Sciences
Junior College Level - Master 's
degree in Zoology with emphasis
in aquatic biology, fISheries and
limology Application Deadline:
July 1, 1976 - Joliet, Illinois

Outside Sales Person avail. im
!'led. ~~ry - open. Background
10 audlo-vlsual- Chicago, Illinois

Health" Phys Ed Teacher B. S.
in PE., Minor Health Interview
Dates -June 14-18 - Colfax, Ill.

Managerial and Sales Person
Must be married, will train, no
expo necessary. Available - now
Salary - open. - Tinley Park
Illinois
'

Typist with Shorthand Chicago
employment agency looking for
typists with or without shorthand
for local finance insurance and
business office.

An Educational Experience For
Teachers To Share With
Their Students.
. With imagination - Enjoy An
Active Experience with Musical Drum _
Take Part in The Sounds Made
by Floyd Darden..... _
Express Yourself
impromtu
Join The Beat Drummin 
Drum-Dee
-

Unit Art Instructor K-12 $9000
base salary - begin 8-25-76 Colfax, D.

Reading Specialist FaD '76 Jr.
High Level Master's pref. salary
based on education" exper. - Oak
Lawn, Illinois

"Time For Melodies from
The DRUM"

~

CounselorOutreach Worker (PT.
Time) Position is under the direct
super. or the Village Youth
Worker Two years of college
training and at least 6 months
rela ted experience in human ser
vices field. $3.00 per hour, 10 hrs.
per week - Park Forest South, Ill.

Music (assist. Prof.> Master's
degree in tuba perfonnance
required. Applicant must be an
accomplished performer Ob tuba
and expoteacher in the low brass
area . Appl. Deadline 7-1-76 
Cedar FaDs, Iowa

ON-SALE in G .S.U. BOOK STORE

_'_ . _ ._._

Assistant for TEMPO office staf
fing, interviewing, field work 
12 hours per week. Salary $2850
per year. - Chicago Heights, III.

~_.

~

Security Guards and Matrons
Must be 21 years of age or older to
work part or full-time in local
Chicago suburbs. Car necessary,
blue card helpful, but not
necessary. Salary : $2.60-$3... af
ter8-I-76
Insurance salesmen Mu.c;t be
licensed by the State of Illinois
salary; no draw, straight com
mission available now - Blue
Island, III
• _" _
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